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This paper deals with the synthesis of mass exchanger networks (MENs) for semicontinuous processes. The
starts and endings of available process streams are time-dependent since they usually come from other batch
plants. A periodically partitioned stagewise superstructure is presented for modeling the time-dependent mass
exchange operations. The proposed stagewise superstructure can handle multiple transferable components
and can also be extended to include storage tanks. Not using any heuristics that are based on the concepts of
pinch point, the proposed superstructure-based representation for synthesis of semicontinuous MENs is
formulated as a mixed-integer nonlinear program (MINLP) for targeting the consumption of external lean
mass separating agents. The coke oven gases (COGs) problem from the literature is supplied to demonstrate
the applicability of the proposed MEN synthesis method for semicontinuous processes.

1. Introduction

The indispensable mass exchange operations used in chemical
industries include absorption, stripping, extraction, leaching,
adsorption, and ion exchange.1 A common nature of these mass
exchange operations is the transfer of single or multiple
components from rich streams, usually process effluent contain-
ing valuable materials or undesirable contaminant, into relatively
lean mass separating agents (MSAs) to conduct the separations.
The mass transfer of these components between different streams
is usually executed by contacting the rich streams and lean
MSAs in countercurrently direct-contacted mass exchange units.

Recently, some advances on the synthesis of the continuous
mass exchanger networks (MENs) have been proposed.2-10,16

In the early development, a systematic two-staged procedure
for the synthesis of cost-effective MENs was first proposed by
El-Halwagi and Manousiouthakis.2 Therein, the pinch points,
the thermodynamic bottlenecks that limit the extent of mass
transfer between the rich streams and the lean MSAs, were
located and the minimum consumption of external lean MSAs
was also targeted at first. The overall network configuration
was then developed to minimize the investment cost in the
second stage of synthesis. Thereafter, a linear transshipment
model was established for automatic synthesis of MENs with
single-component target.3 This work was further extended in a
later report to include networks for regeneration of recyclable
lean streams.4 Therein, a mixed-integer nonlinear program
(MINLP) was formulated to obtain the minimum cost of mass-
separating and regenerating agents. Then a mixed-integer linear
program was provided to solve the configuration with minimum
number of mass exchange units. Recently, Hallale and Fraser5-8

presented a method in a series of papers for targeting the capital
cost as well as the operating cost of a mass exchanger network,
and these costs were further combined to give the total annual
cost target. The design of MENs to meet the targets was also
discussed in detail. These papers demonstrated that, contrary
to previous belief, using the minimum number of units did not
necessarily lead to a minimum cost design.5 The primary
limitation of these sequential approaches, as pointed out by

Papalexandri et al.,16 was due to the inappropriate consideration
of all cost factors and tradeoffs.

In contrast to previous works that simplified the problem by
decomposition based on the concept of pinch points, a hyper-
structure-based representation of MENs was proposed by
Papalexandri et al.,16 and a superstructure-based representation
of MENs was recently proposed by Chen and Hung.9,10Therein,
the MEN synthesis problem was formulated as a mixed-integer
nonlinear program with both network operating and investment
costs being optimized simultaneously. The impact of simulta-
neously minimizing operating and investment costs to waste
minimization problems was demonstrated via numerical ex-
amples. Meanwhile, some other approaches with quite different
representations to the above-mentioned superstructures have also
been proposed to solve the MEN and/or HEN (heat exchanger
network) synthesis problems, such as that based on the process
graph theory,11 the state-space approach,12,13 the IDEAS,14 to
name a few. Methods that emphasize the stochastic optimization,
such as genetic algorithms,15 have also been studied.

Until now, however, there have been only few papers that
investigated the synthesis problems for semicontinuous mass
exchanger networks. Semicontinuous means that inlets of a
continuous process come from other batch processes, and thus,
the available inlet streams have different starting and ending
times. Wang and Smith17 attempted to maximize the driving
force in each of the concentration intervals in a time-dependent
water network synthesis problem so that water usage is
minimized and water consumption can be targeted ahead of any
network design by putting time as one of the main process
variables. Since the work of Wang and Smith17 is a special batch
system involving water, a more generalized procedure is needed
for the synthesis of semicontinuous process systems involving
lean MSAs other than water and for those processes where
process streams are continuous within specific periods of times.
Recently, Foo et al.18 presented the semicontinuous MENs
synthesis problem involving MSAs other than water. On the
basis of utility target, Foo et al.18 used time-dependent composi-
tion interval table (TDCIT) to calculate the consumption of
external MSAs of the semicontinuous coke oven gases (COGs)
problem with three operating modes, including the single
operation without storage tanks, the single operation with storage
tanks, and the cyclic operation with storage tanks. In their later
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work, Foo et al.19 addressed the network structure with storage
tanks based on utility target, provided a skill of storing, and
discussed the relationship between the units numbers and the
amount of utility. Then, Foo et al.20 used those skill to design
a water network of maximum recovery for a batch process,
covering both mass transfer-based and nonmass transfer-based
water-using processes. A systematic approach for network
synthesis, however, is still desirable for semicontinuous pro-
cesses.

In this paper, our previous works of superstructure-based
MINLP formulation for synthesis of continuously operated
MENs will be extended to the synthesis problem for semicon-
tinuous MENs. The stagewise superstructure for continuous-
time MEN synthesis proposed by Chen and Hung9,10 will be
augmented to include storage tanks, and a periodical partition-
based representation will be proposed to handle the time-
dependent operational characteristics for semicontinuous MENs.
The superstructure-based configuration for semicontinuous MEN
synthesis problems can also be formulated as a mixed-integer
nonlinear program (MINLP). The stagewise superstructure-based
representation can handle multiple components straightforwardly
and can easily consider single as well as cyclic operation modes.
One example from literature, the coke oven gases process with
three operational modes, will be illustrated to demonstrate the
efficacy of the proposed MEN synthesis method for semicon-
tinuous processes. Though the inclusion of investment costs
should be part of the motivation for using a mathematical
programming approach, only the targeting of the external lean
MSAs under various operational modes will be considered here
for discussing the effects of applying storage tanks on different
streams. The discussion for designing a continuous operational
network incorporated with suitable storage policies for time-
dependent input streams to minimize the total annual cost will
be supplied in a subsequent article.

The structure of this paper is organized as follows. The
essential features of the COG sweetening process is first given
in the next section. The problem statement for the synthesis of
semicontinuous MENs is then elucidated. The periodically
partitioned superstructure is, therefore, proposed for simulta-
neously considering all possible network configurations. A
MINLP formulation follows for modeling the synthesis work.
A numerical example is thereafter illustrated for demonstrating
the proposed design procedure. Finally, a conclusion is made
for summary.

2. The Motivated Case Study: The Coke Oven Gas
(COG) Sweetening Process

The coke oven operation cycle is a batch process that consists
of three steps in rough: (i) the coke preparation step, (ii) the
coking process step, and (iii) the coke discharging step. After
the first coking cycle is completed, the coke oven is charged
with another batch of coal blend to start the next cycle. A generic
representation of the batch process cycle for coke oven operation
is illustrated in Figure 1.18 Therein, the coke preparation takes
place from timet1 to t2 and the coking process takes place from
time t2 to t5. The coke is finally discharged from the coke oven
betweent5 and t7, and the coke oven is prepared for the next
coking cycle.

After the coking process commences shortly, sour COG is
released from the coke oven betweent3 andt5 and gets into the
COG-sweetening process shortly. The basic objective of the
COG sweetening is to remove acidic impurities, primarily
hydrogen sulfide, from COG (a mixture of H2, CH4, CO, N2,
NH3, CO2, and H2S). Therein, the H2S is an undesirable

impurity, because it is corrosive and contributes to SO2 emission
when COG is burnt. The existence of ammonia in COG is
regenerated into aqueous ammonia, which can absorb H2S and,
thus, be suggested as a candidate solvent (the free process lean
stream). Note that the regenerated ammonia can supply att4,
because it takes times to be produced. Besides ammonia, an
external MSA (chilled methanol) is also available for service
to supplement the aqueous ammonia solution as needed.

Next, the Claus unit converts the H2S in the enriched acid
gas stream coming from the COG sweetening process into
elemental sulfur fromt4 to t8. The tail gas, another rich stream,
from the Claus unit undergoes further treatment fromt6 to t9.
The tail gas from the Claus unit still contains some elemental
sulfur because of the thermodynamic limitations in H2S conver-
sion. The flow sheets of the COG sweetening process and the
Claus process are shown in Figure 22 and Figure 3,23 respec-
tively. Figure 2 is a probable result that contains two regenerated
parts and four mass exchangers. Those exchangers represent
all possible matches but not the operational order.

Notably, El-Halwagi and Manousiouthakis2 proposed an
integrated scheme on the combined treatment of sour COG
stream (R1) and Claus tail gas (R2) with the use of aqueous
ammonia (process MSA, S1) and chilled methanol (S2, the
external MSA to be used after S1 has been depleted), as depicted
in Figure 4.

3. Problem Statement

A periodically partitioned method is proposed to overcome
the different starting and ending times of each stream in a
semicontinuous process, as illustrated in Figure 5,18 with two
rich and two lean streams having different starting and ending
times. From those event times, we can getNP ) 5 time periods
with six time points. The process streams are, therefore,
partitioned into five independent parts with the same inlet and
outlet compositions and mass flow rates; even the streams may
not exist in some time periods. Note that the process MSAs are
usually free of charge with a limited amount of supply, and the
external MSAs are purchased from outside the plant with given
costs. Therefore, it is desirable to use the free process MSAs
as much as possible to reduce the purchase cost of external
MSAs.

The semicontinuous mass exchanger network synthesis
problem addressed in this paper can, thus, be stated as follows:
givens are a set of rich process streamsi ∈ RP in which some
transferable componentsn ∈ TC are to be removed away; and
a set of lean mass separating agents (MSAs)j ∈ LP, which are
to be used for removing those transferable components in rich
streams. Also specified are the flow rates of available rich
process streams,Gip, and maximal available rates for lean
process streamsLjp

(up); input, output, and upper compositions

Figure 1. Sour COG sweetening using liquid absorption system.18
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for rich streams,Yi
n(in), Yi

n(out), andYi
n(up); and input, output, and

upper compositions for lean streams,Xj
n(in), Xj

n(out), andXj
n(up).

Note that the compositions for streams are not dependent on
time whenever streams exist or not.

Givens also are linear equilibrium relations for distribution
of transferable components between rich and lean streams,yi

n
/

) mij
n xj

n + bij
n, whereyi

n
/ andxj

n are equilibrium compositions
of componentn in ith rich andjth lean streams, respectively,
and mij

n and bij
n are associated equilibrium constants, and a

minimum composition approach,εij
n. The objective then is to

determine the time-dependent mass exchanger network that
targets the external mass separating agents. The solution
associated with time defines the time-dependent MENs by
providing the following: the period-dependent stream matches
and the number of units, the targeting mass separating agents
and those of mass flow rate, the network configuration and flows
for all branches, the mass exchange rates and operating

compositions of each mass exchanger unit, and the existence
of storage tanks and those of quantity at each time point. The
overall network is constructed on the basis of this time-
dependent information. As pointed out previously, the invest-
ment costs will not be addressed in this article, though the
inclusion of investment costs in the optimization is part of the
motivation for using a mathematical programming approach.
For analyzing the implications of applying the storage tanks on
the consumption of external MSAs, and for comparing the
results with previous works provided by Foo et al.,18,19 the
investment costs are temporarily left out of the problem
formulation. This issue will be tackled in the next article.

Several assumptions are made to simplify the semicontinuous
MEN synthesis problem, including the following:2,18 the mass
flow rate of each stream remains constant throughout the
network should it be available; the concentration of each stream
remains constant after the action of splitting; the equilibrium

Figure 2. Coke oven gas (COG) sweetening process.2

Figure 3. Simple Claus process with a three-reactor bed.23
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of each transferred component does not depend on the other
components; the mass exchange units are countercurrent type;
mass exchange between any two rich streams and that between
any two lean streams are not allowed; heat integration between
streams is not considered; and the network operates at constant
pressure. One important assumption that has been adopted in
this work is that all process rich and lean streams at an earlier
time interval can be stored and used at a later time without
technical limitations. Of course, storing of process streams may
not always be practical in a typical batch process, as batch
operations are normally carried out in sequence, and the process
streams will need to be ready for the next operation at the end
of an earlier operation. However, we assume that this does not
pose a problem in the COG case study, as the COG gas is only
to be used as fuel.

4. Periodically Partitioned Stagewise Superstucture

The analogue of the pinch analyses for syntheses of heat and
mass exchanger networks has been emphasized by several
authors.2-8 For modeling the time-dependent synthesis problem
of semicontinuous mass exchanger networks via simultaneous
optimization, we thus directly adapt the stagewise superstructure
of Chen and Hung9,10 developed for conventional mass ex-
changer network synthesis in this study. The superstructure
focuses one period and selects the maximal rich and lean streams
of all periods to design, as in Figure 6.

In the stagewise superstructure, potential exchanges between
any pair of rich and lean streams can occur within each stage,
and different sequences for matching streams are allowable by

appending several numbers of stages in series. Therein, the
outlets of exchange units from splitting of a common stream
merge into one and then define the streams as inlets for the
next stage. Such as stated by Yee and Grossmann21,22 for
synthesis of heat exchanger networks (HENs), and by Chen and
Hung9,10 for synthesis of MENs, and because of the fact that
an optimal design usually does not require a large number of
exchange units, the number of stages required to model the mass
integration is seldom greater than either the maximal number
of rich streamsNR or the maximal number of lean streamsNL,
at all periods. The number of stages is, thus, typically fixed at
NS ) max{NR, NL}. However, one additional stage is sometimes
recommended to search for potential better networks.

For storing or reusing the rich streams, each stream has its
own storage tank. At each period, the rich streams may flow
into their own storage tanks or be mixed with the flow from
specific tanks. This action will change the flow rate for inlet of
rich streams of the first stage. Figure 6 shows an example of a
stagewise superstructure at thepth period involving two rich
streams, two lean streams, and four storage tanks. The two stages
are represented by eight mass exchange units, with four possible
matches in each stage and variable compositions between each
stage. Instead of assuming isocomposition mixing of the split
streams, the split streams in the same stage can possess different
compositions. This is due to the fact that all compositions and
flow rates for lean streams are variables for a typical MEN.
The composition material balances around each stage for lean
streams will still result in nonlinear constraints, even if we adopt
the isocomposition assumption. Thus, one cannot guarantee a
convex feasible space defined by a set of linear constraints with
the simplified assumption. Notice that the derivation of the
stagewise superstructure does not require the identification of
pinch point(s) or the partitioning into subnetworks. Furthermore,
the model does not rely on any composition interval definition
nor any transshipment type constraints.

5. Model Formulation

To model the stagewise superstructure for synthesis of the
semicontinuous mass exchange networks to minimize the
external mass separating agents, the indices and sets, parameters,
and variables are given in Notations. With these definitions,
we can formulate the stagewise superstructure model for
synthesizing the periodically dependent mass exchanger net-
works for a semicontinuous process.

Figure 4. COG sweetening batch process.

Figure 5. Five periods partition for a semicontinuous process with two
rich and two lean streams.18
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5.1. Overall Mass Balances for Transferable Components
over the Whole Network. Suppose each of the rich and lean
streams is equipped with its own storage tank for adaptive
operation during various periods. Since the stream rates are
period dependent, part of the input rich or lean stream rate can
be stored temporally and then released from the storage tank
later for supplying economic and smooth operation. The exact
rate for theith and jth stream flowing into the stage during
periodp, GEip and LEjp, respectively, can be calculated,

where GSip
(in), GSip

(out), LSjp
(in), and LSjp

(out), respectively, denote
the rates for inlet rich streami or lean streamj flowing into or
out of their storage tanks during thepth period. Suppose each
stream keeps the same inlet and outlet compositions at all
periods should it be available. An overall mass balance during
periodp can then be formulated to ensure sufficient exchange
of all transferred components for all rich and lean streams.

The first constraint specifies that the overall transferable
requirement for componentn of each rich stream must be equal
to the sum of exchange loads for the component that is
exchanged with other lean process streams or external MSAs
at all potential mass exchange units. The second constraint

reveals the similar relation for componentn in lean streamj
should it be available during periodp.

5.2. Mass Balances for Transferable Components in each
Stage.The mass balance of each stream in each stage is used
to determine the composition of each transferable component.
For a superstructure withNS stages,NS + 1 levels of composi-
tion are involved. Note that the indexk is used to represent the
stage and the composition location in the superstructure. For
each stagek, the composition at locationk of each stream is
higher than the composition at locationk + 1. The component
and the mass balance for each stream in each stage during period
p can be stated as follows.

For each stage, each rich stream splits intoNL streams to match
with NL lean streams, respectively. New variables,gijkp andlijkp,
are used to represent the split mass rates for richi and leanj
streams at stagek during periodp.

5.3. Mass Balances for Transferable Components in Each
Exchange Unit.A component mass balance is needed for each
local exchange unit. The inlet composition of each unit is the
same as the inlet composition at each stage, because we assume

Figure 6. Two-stage superstructure for mass exchange network synthesis with two-rich/two-lean streams and associated storage tanks.

GEip ) Gip - GSip
(in) + GSip

(out) ∀i ∈ RP,p ∈ TP

LEjp ) Ljp - LSjp
(in) + LSjp

(out) ∀j ∈ LP, p ∈ TP (1)

(Yi
n(in) - Yi

n(out))GEip ) ∑
∀k∈ST

∑
∀j∈LP

Mijkp
n

∀i ∈ RP,p ∈ TP,n ∈ TC

(Xj
n(out) - Xj

n(in))LEjp ) ∑
∀k∈ST

∑
∀i∈RP

Mijkp
n

∀j ∈ LP, p ∈ TP,n ∈ TC (2)

(yikp
n - yi,k+1,p

n )GEip ) ∑
∀j∈LP

Mijkp
n

∀i ∈ RP,k ∈ ST,p ∈ TP,n ∈ TC

(xjkp
n - xj,k+1,p

n )LEjp ) ∑
∀i∈RP

Mijkp
n

∀j ∈ LP, k ∈ ST,p ∈ TP,n ∈ TC (3)

GEip ) ∑
∀j∈LP

gijkp ∀i ∈ RP,k ∈ ST,p ∈ TP

LEjp ) ∑
∀i∈RP

lijkp ∀j ∈ LP, k ∈ ST,p ∈ TP (4)
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that the action of splitting does not affect the composition of
each stream. New composition variables,syijk

n and sxijk
n , are

defined to express outlet compositions of units, as illustrated
in Figure 6. The unit mass balance is stated in the following.

Notice that the balance equations around all mixers from split
streams are not necessary since these equations are redundant
to eqs 3-5.

5.4. Remaining Mass for Transferable Components for
Each Storage Tank.The remaining mass of each storage tank
during each periodp is relevant for designing suitable tank size.
The remaining mass of each storage tanki at periodp, Qi,p+1

(TankR),
is equal to the tank’s initial mass,Qi,p

(TankR), plus the input mass
from its corresponding stream minus the output mass from the
storage. Note also that the remaining mass of each storage tank
i at periodp is also the initial mass of the storage at subsequent
periodp + 1. These constraints also apply for storage tanks for
lean streams.

Here,tp is the elapsed time of periodp. Also note that both the
initial mass at the first time pointp ) 1 and the remaining mass
at the final time pointNP + 1 should be zero for single-batch
operation, and these two quantities should be equal for cyclic
operations. A binary parameterZ(cyc) is used where a zero value
represents single-batch operation and a value) 1 denotes the
design for cyclic operations. The initial mass at the first time
point p ) 1 can, thus, be stated as follows.

In this equation,Z(cyc) with zero value would makeQi1
(TankR)and

Qj1
(TankS) become zero, and this result also makesQi,Np+1

(TankR) and
Qj,Np+1

(TankS) be zero. Equations 6 and 7 would also ensureQi,Np+1
(TankR)

) Qi1
(TankR) andQj,Np+1

(TankS) ) Qj1
(TankS) shouldZ(cyc) ) 1. It is very

sensible for single-batch operation, because the mass of the
storage tank must be zero at the beginning, and the mass in the
storage tank should be run out at the end. The constraint is
shown below, whereΓ is a large positive upper bound.

5.5. Existence of Each Storage Tank.Considering the
practical limitations, some specific rich or process lean streams
may be forbidden or not worthwhile for temporal storage.
However, for studying the effects of various storage policies
on rich and/or process lean streams, as elucidated in the
subsequently supplied case study, we assume all streams can
be independently accumulated and distributed at a later time
without any technical difficulty, and it does not need to take

the additional storage cost into account. Binary parameters,
Zi

(TankR) andZj
(TankS), are used to denote the existence of storage

tanks. These parameters will take a value of zero for the case
of forbidden storage to guarantee zero remain the value at all
times. The result of zeroQip

(TankR) (or zeroQjp
(TankS)) value would

turn GSip
(in) and GSip

(out) (or LSjp
(in) and LSjp

(out)) into zero. Thus,
GEip will then be reduced intoGip (and LEjp into Ljp) under
such a case.

5.6. Assignment of Superstructure Inlet/Outlet Composi-
tions. The given inlet/outlet compositions of rich and lean
process streams are assigned as the inlet/outlet compositions to
the superstructure. For rich streams, the inlet of superstructure
corresponds to composition locationk ) 1, and the outlet of
superstructure corresponds to composition locationk ) NS +
1. While for lean streams, the inlet corresponds to locationk )
NS + 1, and the outlet of superstructure corresponds to
composition locationk ) 1.

5.7. Feasibility of the Transferable Components.Con-
straints are also needed to guarantee a monotonic decrease of
all compositions at successive stages, such as,

5.8. Logical Constraints. Logical constraints and binary
variables,zpijkp, are used to determine the existence or absence
of process matches (i, j) in stagek at periodp. An integer value
of 1 for binary variablezpijkp designates that a match between
rich streami and lean streamj in stagek at periodp is present
in the optimal network, whereas the binary variablezijk

represents the existence of an (i, j) match in stagek in the overall
network configuration. The constraints are as follows, where
M and Mh are positive lower and upper bounds for the
exchangers’ load, respectively.

Similarly, binary variables,zrip
(in) andzrip

(out) or zsjp
(in) andzsjp

(out),
are used to denote the status of rich streami or lean streamj
flowing into or discharging from its own storage tank. The stored
rate has the normal input rate as its upper bound; and the
discharging rate is also limited by the remains in the storage
tank, wheretp is the elapsed time of periodp. Meanwhile, the

(yikp
n - syijkp

n )gijkp ) Mijkp
n

∀i ∈ RP,j ∈ LP, k ∈ ST,p ∈ TP,n ∈ TC

(sxijkp
n - xj,k+1,p

n )lijkp ) Mijkp
n

∀i ∈ RP,j ∈ LP, k ∈ ST,p ∈ TP,n ∈ TC (5)

Qi,p+1
(TankR)) Qip

(TankR)+ (GSip
(in) - GSip

(out))tp ∀i ∈ RP,p ∈ TP

Qj,p+1
(TankS)) Qjp

(TankS)+ (LSjp
(in) - LSjp

(out))tp ∀j ∈ LP, p ∈ TP
(6)

Z(cyc)Qi1
(TankR)) Qi,NP

(TankR)+ (GSi,NP
(in) - GSi,NP

(out))tNP ∀i ∈ RP

Z(cyc)Qj1
(TankS)) Qj,NP

(TankS)+ (LSj,NP
(in) - LSj,NP

(out))tNP ∀j ∈ LP
(7)

Qi1
(TankR), Qj1

(TankS)e ΓZ(cyc) ∀i ∈RP,j ∈ LP (8)

Qip
(TankR)e ΓZi

(TankR) ∀i ∈ RP,p ∈ TP

Qjp
(TankS)e ΓZj

(TankS) ∀j ∈ LP, p ∈ TP (9)

Yi
n(in) ) yi1p

n , Yi
n(out) ) yi,NS+1,p

n ∀i ∈ RP,p ∈ TP,n ∈ TC

Xj
n(in) ) xj,NS+1,p

n , Xj
n(out) ) xj1p

n ∀j ∈ LP, p ∈ TP,n ∈ TC
(10)

yikp
n g yi,k+1,p

n ∀i ∈ RP,k ∈ ST,p ∈ TP,n ∈ TC

xjkp
n g xj,k+1,p

n ∀j ∈ LP, k ∈ ST,p ∈ TP,n ∈ TC (11)

Mzpijkp e ∑
∀n∈TC

Mijkp
n e Mh zpijkp

∀i ∈ RP,j ∈ LP, k ∈ ST,p ∈ TP,n ∈ TC

zpijkp e zijk e ∑
∀p∈TP

zpijkp ∀i ∈ RP,j ∈ LP, k ∈ ST,p ∈ TP

(12)
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actions of storage and discharge are disjunctive at the same time.
The following equations summarize these restraints.

5.9. Feasibility Constraints of the Equilibrium Relation-
ships.Linear equilibrium relations are adopted here for distribu-
tion of transferable componentn between richi and leanj
streams,yi

n
/ ) mij

n xj
n + bij

n. The feasibility constraints of the
equilibrium relationships ensure positive driving forces,
dyxiijkp

n and dyxoijkp
n , for the potential (i, j) match in stagek

during periodp at the rich and lean sides, respectively. Binary
variables are used for these constraints to ensure that only the
nonnegative driving forces exist for existing matches where the
associated binary variables all equal 1. If a match does not occur,
the associated binary variable equals zero and the large positive
upper boundΓ can deem the equation redundant. In these
equations, a streams-and-component dependent minimum com-
position approachεij

n is also chosen so that feasible mass
transfer in a finite number of equilibrium stages or a finite area
can be achieved in each transfer unit.10

5.10. Bounds on Variables.Possibly lean streams may come
from the process; then bounds for available mass of lean process
streams should be set. Bounds for final compositions of rich
and lean streams comply with rules of environmental protection.

5.11. Optional Constraints.Some additional constraints such
as no stream splits, forbidden matches, and required and
restricted matches can be easily included in this model. For
example, the stream splitting can be prevented by constraining
the number of matches for split streams in each stage, such as,

The maximum total number of mass exchanger units can be
limited by adding an upper bound for selected exchangers, MEU,
in the following constraint.

Other restrictions can also be considered by assigning suitable
values for specific integer variables. For example, should the
match between rich streami ) 1 and lean streamj ) 2 be not
allowable, then one can assignz12k ) 0, ∀k ∈ ST.

5.12. Objective Function and MINLP Formulation. A
natural objective for network design is to minimize the total
expense of external mass separating agents for single operation
or for cyclic operations, as follows, wherex andΩ denote the
set of all design variables and the feasible space defined by all
constraints, eqs 1-17, respectively, and UCj is the unit cost
for MSA j. Note that the cost of process MSAs could be set as
zero. Furthermore, all of the external MSAs can have UCj ) 1,
and thus, the design objective becomes minimizing the overall
external MSAs.

6. Numerical Example: Sweetening of COG

This example, originated from by El-Halwagi and Manou-
siouthakis in 1989,2 involves the simultaneous removal of H2S
(n ) 1) and CO2 (n ) 2) from the coke oven gas (R1, a mixture
H2, CH4, CO, N2, NH3, CO2, and H2S) and the Claus unit tail
gas (R2). The H2S should be removed when the COG is used
as a fuel to reduce the emission of corrosive SO2. The presence
of ammonia in COG led to the utilization of aqueous ammonia
as a free process lean stream,S1. The chilled methanol is used
as an external MSA,S2. The purification of COG involves
washing the sour COG with sufficient aqueous ammonia and
chilled methanol to absorb required amounts of H2S. The acid
gases are then stripped from solvents, and the regenerated MSAs
are recirculated. The stripped acid gases are fed to a Claus unit,
where the sulfur is recovered from H2S. The tail gas leaving
the Claus unit ought to be treated for partial removal of
uncovered H2S. Furthermore, the CO2 often occurs in COG in
relatively large compositions, but it is not considered here.

The basic features of the process and problem data are
provided in Table 1,18 which is modified from the data for
continuous operational scenario,2 where Gi

(tot) is the total
available amount for rich streami andLj

(tot) is the upper limit
for lean streamj during one operational cycle (that is, 10 h).
The availabilities of these streams in various time periods are
denoted by binary parameters,Zip

(rich) andZjp
(lean), where a unity

Table 1. Stream Data for the Semicontinuous COG Process18

rich
stream descrip

Gi
(tot)

(kg)
yi

(in)

(mass frac)
yi

(out)

(mass frac)
start
ts (h)

stop
tf (h)

R1 COG 3240 0.0700 0.0003 0 5
R2 tail gases 360 0.0510 0.0001 4 10

lean
stream descrip

Lj
(tot)

(kg)
xj

(in)

(mass frac)
xj

(out)

(mass frac)
start
ts (h)

stop
tf (h)

UCj

($/kg)

S1 aq. NH3 8280 0.0006 0.0310 3 7 1
S2 methanol ∞ 0.0002 0.0035 0

Table 2. Availability of Time-Dependent Rich and Lean Streams

period
duration time (h)
elapsed timetp

1
0-3

3

2
3-4

1

3
4-5

1

4
5-7

2

5
7-10

3

Z1p
(rich) 1 1 1 0 0

Z2p
(rich) 0 0 1 1 1

Z1p
(lean) 0 1 1 1 0

Z2p
(lean) 1 1 1 1 1

min
x∈Ω

J ) ∑
∀p∈TP

∑
∀j∈LP

UCjLjptp

Ω ) {x|set of constrains, eqs 1-17} (18)

GSip
(in) - Gipzrip

(in) e 0

GSip
(out)tp - Qip

(TankR)zrip
(out) e 0

zrip
(in) + zrip

(out) e 1} ∀i ∈ RP,p ∈ TP

LSjp
(in) - LjpzSjp

(in) e 0

LSjp
(out)tp - Qjp

(TankS)zSjp
(out) e 0

zsjp
(in) + zsjp

(out) e 1} ∀j ∈ LP, p ∈ TP

(13)

dyxiijkp
n , dyxoijkp

n g mij
n
εij

n

dyxiijkp
n e yikp

n - (mij
nsxijkp

n + bij
n) + Γ(1 - zpijkp) (14)

dyxoijkp
n e syij ,k+1,p

n - (mij
n xj,k+1,p

n + bij
n) + Γ(1 - zpijkp)

∀i ∈ RP,j ∈ LP, k ∈ ST,p ∈ TP,n ∈ TC

Ljp e Ljp
(up) Xj

n(out) e Xj
n(up) ∀j ∈ LP, p ∈ TP,n ∈ TC

Ljp
(up) e Ljp

(up) ∀i ∈ RP,n ∈ TC (15)

∑
∀i∈RP

zpijkp e 1 ∀j ∈ LP, k ∈ ST,p ∈ TP

∑
∀j∈LP

zpijkp e 1 ∀i ∈ RP,k ∈ ST,p ∈ TP (16)

∑
∀i∈RP

∑
∀j∈LP

∑
∀k∈ST

zijk e MEU (17)
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value denotes the existence of rich streami or lean streamj in
periodp, as shown in Table 2. It is assumed that the total amount
of each stream in the whole operational cycle is uniformly
distributed within the available elapsed times. Thus, the available
flow rates of these rich and lean streams,Gip andLjp

(up), can be
calculated by the following equations.

The mean flow rates of rich streams and the maximum rates
for lean streams can, thus, be computed as follows should they
be available:

Notably, the total limiting amount of the process lean stream
should be multiplied with its duration time,L1p

(up)tp. The equi-
librium solubility data for H2S in aqueous ammonia and
methanol can be correlated by the following relations.

Perforated-plate columns are considered for both solvents, and
a minimum composition difference ofε ) 0.0001 is selected
to determine feasible mass exchange at the inlet and outlet of
each potential mass exchanger unit.

We consider first the design for single operation without/
with storage tanks and then the optimal design for cyclic
operations. For solving the MINLP formulation for the semi-
continuous MEN synthesis model, the general algebraic model-
ing system (GAMS)24 is used as the main solution tool. The
MINLP and NLP solvers are SBB and SNOPT, respectively.

6.1. Single Operation without Storage Tanks.For starters,
under the condition of single operation without storage tanks
(i.e., Zi

(TankR) ) Zj
(TankS)) Z(cyc) ) 0 for all i ∈ RP, j ∈ LP), the

design objective is to minimize the total amount of external
lean MSAs, i.e., the unit costs of the process lean MSAs are

set to zero, and that of the external ones are set to unity. Because
there is no storage tank, the design of networks of any one time
period is independent of that of other periods. Figure 7 shows
the network structures in the order of time periods. Also shown
in Figure 7 are the amounts of mass load (kg) processed in each
period, listed in the upper part of the exchangers. As shown in
Figure 7, only rich streamR1 and lean streamS2 exist in the
first period (from hour 0 to hour 3), so only unitR1-S2 is
required. Because the first free lean streamS1 is available in
the second period (from hour 3 to hour 4), the unitR1-S1 is
thus formed to take on most of the load. In the third period,
four mass exchangers are needed because the second rich stream
R2 needs to be processed; however, the great majority of the
load is assumed by the first lean streamS1. The fourth and fifth
periods are analogous to the first and second periods, except
that the second rich streamR2 is the one to be treated. The
structure shown in Figure 7 is rather rational under the
consideration of minimizing the total amount of external lean
stream. On the ground thatS2 is more expensive, the rich stream
of every time period would first make use of the first lean stream
S1 to lower the concentration of the rich stream, using the second
lean streamS2, which is not free, to achieve the target
concentration only if the former operation cannot obtain the
goal.

Table 3 part a lists the consumption amounts of rich streams
S1 andS2 in each period,L1ptp andL2ptp, and the amount ofS1

remains at the end of each period (i.e., upper limitL1p
(up)tp minus

its consumptionL1ptp). The total amount used for both process
and external mass separating agents are also shown. The network
structure without storage tanks that Foo et al.18 obtained by using
pinch analysis is the same as that of ours; our results are also
quite close to that computed by Foo et al.18 by using pinch
analysis. Because of the characteristics of rounding off in pinch
analysis, the amount ofS2 in Foo’s study, 44160 kg, is 6 kg
less than that of ours.

It can be found from Table 3 part a that the consumption of
S2 is concentrated in the first and fifth periods, and a large
amount ofS1 is left unused in the second-fourth periods, the
reason for which is that onlyS2 is available in the first period.
Therefore, if the abundant remainingS1 generated in periods
2-4 can be employed to substitute for theS2 in the first and
fifth periods, the amount ofS2 should be lowered significantly.
Notice that the very small amounts ofS2 in periods 2, 3, and 4
are still needed since the target outlet compositions of the rich
streams cannot be met by usingS1 only. To reach the target
outlet compositions, the load of the rich streams should be

Figure 7. MEN structure of single batch without storage tanks by proposed superstructure.

Gip(kg/h) )
Gi

(tot)(kg)

∑
∀p∈TP

tpZip
(rich)

Zip
(rich) ∀i ∈ RP

Ljp
(up)(kg/h) )

Lj
(tot)(kg)

∑
∀p∈TP

tpZjp
(lean)

Zjp
(lean) ∀j ∈ LP

G1p ) 648; G2p ) 60; L1p
(up) ) 2070; L2p

(up) ) ∞ (kg/h)

yi ) {1.45x1 in aqueous ammonia
i ) 1 (COG), 2 (tailgas)

0.26x2 in methanol
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eliminated by bothS1 andS2. This aim can be attained by using
storage tanks, which will be discussed in the next subsection.

6.2. Single Operation with Storage Tanks on Rich Streams.
If a storage tank is attached to every rich stream (i.e.,Zi

(TankR)

) 1 for all i ∈ RP,Zj
(TankS) ) 0 for all j ∈ LP andZ(cyc) ) 0),

the network configuration of every time period would be the
one shown in Figure 8. There are two tanks in the network,
and in every time period, the remaining amount of the tanks in
both the starting time and ending time are also shown. When
storage tanks are absent, a large amount ofS2 is consumed;
however, a large amount of remainingS1 is left intact in periods
2-4. Therefore, the rich stream of the first period,R1 (L11t1 )
1944 kg), can be reserved until the second period, in which a
small amount (264 kg) of the reservedR1 is then released and
combined with theR1 of the second period to make use of the
free process lean streamS1. SinceS1 undertakes most of the
task, only a small amount ofS2 is needed to compensate for
the shortage. In the third period, theS1 available, which is not
sufficient to handle all the rich stream, would be used
exclusively to take care of the current and reservedR1, and
therefore, the second rich streamR2 would be hoarded up totally,
waiting to be processed. All the reservedR1 andR2 are dealt
with in the fourth period. Consequently, in the fifth, the current
R2 can be handled only by unitR2-S2, due largely to the
limitation of time and not being able to use a storage tank to
lower the consumption ofS2.

The result of Figure 8 is also revealed in Table 3 part b: the
consumption ofS2 is zero in the first period; the consumption
of S1 rises in periods 2-4, and in the meantime, the consumption
of S2 drops in response, even to zero in periods 2 and 3. This
means thatS2 is displaced byS1, which lowers the total
consumption ofS2 to 3528 kg from the original 44166 kg. The
consumption ofS1 increases in periods 2-4, the reason for
which is that the reservedR1 increases the amount ofR1 that
needs to be processed.

In Table 3 part b, there is a common feature in both Foo’s
and our results: the consumption ofS2 in the fifth period
amounts to 80% of the total consumption. Accordingly, if we
can take advantage of the remainingS1 of period 4 to process
theR2 of period 5, the whole amount ofR2 can be diminished.
This aim, however, cannot be achieved by using single
operation, because only rich stream generated in early periods
can be withheld and released in later periods to mix with the
current lean stream for mass exchange. Fortunately, this problem
can be tackled easily by using cyclic operation, as shown in
the following subsection.

6.3. Cyclic Operations with Storage Tanks on Rich
Streams.The design result of the cyclic operation configuration
(i.e., Zi

(TankR) ) Z(cyc) ) 1 for all i ∈ RP andZj
(TankS)) 0 for all

j ∈ LP), is shown in Figure 9. It is clear that, in the first and
the fifth periods, all units are not utilized: the rich stream 1 is
stored, waiting to be processed in later periods. In the first

Figure 8. MEN structure of single batch with storage tanks on rich streams by proposed superstructure.

Table 3. Use and Remains of Process and External MSAs under Various Operational Modes

period (tp)operational
modes

MSA &
remains 1 (3 h) 2 (1 h) 3 (1 h) 4 (2 h) 5 (3 h) total (kg)

(a) no L1ptp 1470.4697 1569.1243 197.3092 3236.9032
tanks remains 599.5303 500.8757 3942.6908 5043.0968
single L2ptp 41059.6364 140.4000 157.0369 33.2727 2776.3636 44166.7096

(b) tanks on L1ptp 2070.0000 2070.0000 3508.3125 7648.3125
rich str remains 0 0 631.6875 631.6875
single L2ptp 0 197.6430 197.6430 356.6231 2776.3636 3528.2727

(c) tanks on L1ptp 1939.1882 1865.0882 4140.0000 7944.2763
rich str remains 130.8118 204.9118 0 335.7237
cyclic L2ptp 0 185.1531 206.9455 409.7196 0 801.8182

(d) tanks L1ptp 1470.4697 1569.1243 493.2730 3532.867
on LE1ptp 0 1470.4697 1569.1243 197.3092 295.9638 3532.867
lean str remains 599.5303 500.8757 3646.7270 4747.1330
single L2ptp 41059.6364 140.4000 157.0369 33.2727 49.9091 41439.9551

(e) tanks L1ptp 1734.2762 2070.0000 4140.0000 7944.2762
on LE1ptp 4411.4092 1470.4697 1569.1243 197.3092 295.9638 7944.2762
lean str remains 335.7238 0 0 335.7238
cyclic L2ptp 421.2000 140.4000 157.0369 33.2727 49.9091 801.8186
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period, the wholeR1 flows in, being released in a later period,
preventing the first period from usingS2, which is the same
case as that of single operation with storage tanks for rich
streams shown in Figure 8. The major discrepancy between
cyclic operation and single operation is in the part ofR2: the
R2 in the fifth period of a cyclic operation is withheld totally
and is stored in the second storage tank. The temporarily stored
R2 is then released in the third period of the next cycle to
exchange mass with the surplusS1. The same effect can also
be observed in Table 3 part c. The fifth period does not need to
use externalS2, which lessens the total consumption ofS2 from
3528 kg in the single operation further to 801 kg. The
temporarily reservedR2 in the fifth period is processed later by
usingS1 in period 3 of the next cycle, which causes the total
remaining amount ofS1 to decrease from 631 kg in the single-
operation case to 336 kg.

6.4. Single Operation with Storage Tanks on Process Lean
Streams.Table 3 part d lists the consumption amount of rich
streamsS1 and S2 in each period,L1ptp and L2ptp, the actual
amount of rich stream in part ofS1 exchanged with rich streams,
LE1ptp, and the amount ofS1 remaining at the end of each period
(i.e., upper limitL1p

(up)tp minus its consumptionL1ptp). The total
amount used for both process and external mass separating
agents are also shown.

It should be noted that, in the COG process discussed in this
paper, since the rich stream, being indeed in a gas state, cannot
be stored conveniently, a liquid-state process lean stream can
thus be considered to be stored to accomplish the same purpose
of lessening the purchase of external MSA. The results of a
liquid-type process lean stream storage tank used in single
operation and cyclic operation will be elucidated in the next
two subsections.

As shown in Figure 10, no free lean streamS1 exists in the
first period, and consequently, all rich streamsR1 must be
processed by using external lean streamS2. Although there is
also no free process lean stream available in the fifth period,
the superfluous process lean streamS1 from the fourth period
can be amassed and then used in the fifth period. It is not
necessary, therefore, to purchase external lean MSAs to process
R2 in the fifth period. Comparing parts a and d of Table 3, we
can find 296 kg moreS1 in the fifth period, all of which comes
from the remains in the fourth period by 3942.7- 3646.7)
296 kg, is used in the fifth period. However, this would not
increase the cost but decrease the amount of externalS2 by
2776.4- 49.9) 2726.5 kg in the fifth period. In fact, most of
the S2 is consumed in the first period, yet a lot ofS1 is left in
the second and third periods, which means that there is plenty

Figure 9. MEN structure of cyclic batch with storage tanks on rich streams by proposed superstructure.

Figure 10. MEN structure of single batch with storage tanks on process lean streams by proposed superstructure.
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of room for implementing cyclic operation, as is discussed in
the next subsection.

6.5. Cyclic Operation with Storage Tanks on Process Lean
Streams. It has been shown that most of the externalS2 is
exhausted in the first period, which lacks processS1, and a great
deal of freeS1 is left unused in the second and third periods, so
cyclic operation can remedy the situation that free process MSA
(S1) is squandered and that a large sum of money is spent in
buying external lean MSA (S2). The network configuration of
the cyclic operation is shown in Figure 11, in which the remains
of the free S1 of the second, third, and fourth periods are
funneled into Tank S1 for storing. In the fifth period, some
preservedS1 is discharged to perform mass transfer withR2,
and the remainingS1 is reserved to perform mass transfer with
R1 in the first period of the next cycle.

It can be discovered, with the comparison of cases e and d
of Table 3, that 41059- 421 ) 40638 kg less externalS2 is
consumed in the first period, which makes the total amount used
decrease to 801 kg. The same result also appears in case c; in
other words, for recurrent batch or semicontinuous operational
processes, the great cost spent in purchasing external lean MSAs
can be saved by employing cyclic operation, storing part of the
rich streams or free lean MSAs in specific storage tanks.
Therefore, the choice of which method depends on the pos-
sibility and accessibility of each storing scheme. Besides,
although the whole process is of semicontinuous periodic
operation, continuous operation mode should be easier to handle
for operation of separating units. Accordingly, how to design a
proper storing scheme for the semicontinuous periodic operation
to achieve the aim of continuous operation for separating units
would be an essential topic in the future research.

7. Conclusion

The synthesis of mass exchanger networks for semicontinuous
processes is studied in this paper. The available inlet streams
of a semicontinuous process are time-dependent since they come
from other batch plants. A period-dependent stagewise super-
structure is presented for modeling the time-dependent mass
exchange operations. A mathematical programming approach
based on the stagewise superstructure representation of the
MENs is adopted for semicontinuous MEN synthesis, where
the design problem is formulated as a mixed-integer nonlinear
program (MINLP) to minimize the consumption of external lean
mass separating agents. The proposed stagewise superstructure

can handle multiple transferable components and can also be
extended to include storage tanks on the rich streams as well
as on process lean streams. The coke oven gases (COGs)
problem from the literature is supplied to demonstrate the
applicability of the proposed MEN synthesis method for
semicontinuous processes.
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Nomenclature

Indices

i ) index for rich process streams and storage tanks
j ) index for lean process streams
k ) index for superstructure stages, 1, ...,NS, and composition

locations, 1, ...,NS + 1
p ) index for time periods, 1, ...,NP, and time points, 1, ...,NP

+ 1
n ) index for transferable components

Sets

RP ) {i|i is a rich process stream,i ) 1, ...,NR}
LP ) {j|j is a lean(process) stream or MSA,j ) 1, ...,NL}
ST ) {k|k is a stage in the superstructure,k ) 1, ...,Ns}
TC ) {n|n is a transferable component,n ) 1, ...,NC}
TP ) {p|p is a time period,p ) 1, ...,Np}

Parameters

UCj ) cost per kilogram of lean streamj
bij

n ) intercept of equilibrium line for componentn in i rich
and j lean match

Gi
(tot) ) total amount of rich streami during one operation (kg)

Gip ) mass flow rate of rich streami at periodp should it exists
(kg/h)

Lj
(tot) ) upper bound of total amount of lean streamj during
one operation (kg)

Ljp
(up) ) upper bound on mass flow rate of lean streamj at
periodp (kg/h)

Mh , M ) upper/lower bounds for mass load in a unit, respectively

Figure 11. MEN structure of cyclic batch with storage tanks on process lean streams by proposed superstructure.
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mij
n ) slope of equilibrium line for componentn in i rich andj
lean match

MEU ) maximum total number of mass exchange units
tp ) elapsed time of periodp (h)
ts, tf ) starting and ending times for a stream (h)
Γ ) large positive upper bound
Xj

n(in), Xj
n(out), Xj

n(up) ) inlet/outlet/upper compositions ofn for
lean streamj, respectively

Yi
n(in), Yi

n(out), Yi
n(up) ) inlet/outlet/upper compositions ofn for

rich streami, respectively
Z(cyc) ∈ {0, 1} ) 1 denotes cyclic operation
Zi

(TankR), Zj
(TankS)∈ {0, 1} ) 1 denotes existence of storage tank

on streami or j
Zip

(rich), Zjp
(lean) ∈ {0, 1} ) 1 denotes existence of streami or j at

periodp
εij

n ) minimum composition difference of componentn be-
tweeni rich andj lean streams

PositiVe and Binary Variables

dyxiijkp
n , dyxoijkp

n ) composition approach in the lean/rich end of
the mass exchanger between richi and leanj in stagek at
periodp

gijkp ) mass flow rate of richi that is connected to leanj in
stagek at periodp (kg/h)

GEip ) mass flow rate of rich streami flow into first stage at
periodp (kg/h)

GSip
(in) ) mass flow rate of rich streami flow into storagei at

periodp (kg/h)
GSip

(out) ) mass flow rate of storagei flow into rich streami at
periodp (kg/h)

lijkp ) mass flow rate of leanj that is connected to richi in
stagek at periodp (kg/h)

Ljp ) mass flow rate of lean streamj at periodp (kg/h)
LEjp ) mass flow rate of lean streamj flow into last stage at

periodp (kg/h)
LSjp

(in) ) mass flow rate of lean streamj flow into storagej at
periodp (kg/h)

LSjp
(out) ) mass flow rate of storagej flow into rich streamj at
periodp (kg/h)

Mijkp
n ) mass load per hour exchanged for componentn
between rich streami and lean streamj in stagek at period
p (kg/h)

Qip
(TankR), Qjp

(TankS) ) existent quantity of storagei(j) at time
point p, p ∈ {1...NP + 1} (kg)

sxijkp
n , syijkp

n ) composition ofn for the part of leanj/rich i that
is connected to richi/lean j, respectively, in the rich end of
an exchanger in stagek at periodp

xjkp
n , yikp

n ) composition ofn for rich i/lean j match, respec-
tively, at rich end of stagek at periodp

zijk ∈ {0, 1} ) 1 denotes existence of match (i, j) in stagek
zpijkp ∈ {0, 1} ) 1 denotes existence of match (i, j) in stagek

at periodp
zrip

(in) ∈ {0, 1} ) 1 denotes existence of rich streami flow into
storagei at periodp

zrip
(out) ∈ {0, 1} ) 1 denotes existence of storagei flow into rich
streami at periodp

zsip
(in) ∈ {0, 1} ) 1 denotes existence of lean streamj flow into
storagej at periodp

zsip
(out) ∈ {0, 1} ) 1 denotes existence of storagej flow into rich
streamj at periodp
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